INTRODUCTION

The first Americans, the American Indians, have for centuries valued music as an integral part of their lives. Creation narratives, migration stories, magic formulas, and ancient ceremonial practices tell of music. Archaeologists have found Indian musical instruments and pictographs of singing and dancing from as early as A.D. 600 and from areas as far apart as the mounds of the Southeast and the cliff dwellings of the Southwest (Brown, 1971, 1974; Howard, 1968). Styles differ within tribal groups and among individuals. The variety of the music is infinite.

The value of this music to the peoples was largely overlooked by most early writers: the travelers, the missionaries, and the soldiers. A young George Washington in 1748 recorded his impressions of an Indian dance in his diary in typical eighteenth-century fashion:

There manner of Dauncing is as follows Viz They clear a Large Circle and make a Great Fire in y. middle then seats themselves around it y. Speaker makes a grand speech telling them in what Manner they are to Daunce after he has finished y. best Dauncer jumps up as one awakened out of a Sleep and runs and Jumps about y. Ring in a most comical Manner he is followed by y. Rest then begins there Musicians to Play ye Musick is a Pot half [full] of Water with a Deerskin streched over it as tight as it can and a goard with some Shott in it to Rattle and a Piece of an horses Tail tied to it to make it look fine y. one keeps Rattling and y. other Drumming all y. while y. others is Dauncing. (Randolph, 1973: p. 128)

The dance he describes is very much like the Stomp Dance in this album. What he and other early writers did not appreciate was the significance these dances held for the people performing them.

After the early accounts of Indian music and dance we enter the era of the curiosity seekers. In the first three quarters of the nineteenth century numerous Indian songs were transcribed from memory and published in encyclopedias and music anthologies around the world. In the last quarter of the century musicologists began collecting and analyzing Indian music. These early collectors-Theodor Baker, Alice Cunningham Fletcher (collaborating at times with John Comfort Fillmore), Carl Stumpf, Franz Boas, and Jesse Walter Fewkes, the first person to record Indian music on a phonograph -provided material for theories on “primitive” music and also gave the world's composers ideas for works based on Indian themes. Some of the composers who have used Indian music as the basis for composition are Victor Herbert, Frederick Burton, Edward MacDowell, Arthur Farwell, Thurlow Lieurance, Charles Wakefield Cadman, Charles Tomlinson Griffes, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, and Elliott Carter.

After 1900 comparative musicologists like Natalie Curtis, Helen Roberts, George Herzog, and Frances Densmore started systematically collecting and analyzing Indian music of many tribes. The most prolific of these authors was Densmore, who from 1903 to 1959 published more than
one hundred twenty books, monographs, and articles on American Indian music.

The importance of American Indian music is found not in its impact on modern scholarship and composition but in the traditions and values it expresses to and for the Indian people. This oral tradition has survived solely because the music was too important to be allowed to die. The emphasis in this recording is on musical value: the music of the first Americans can speak for itself.

Butterfly Dance San Juan Pueblo Recorded at San Juan Pueblo, New Mexico, September, 1975.

Singers: HERMAN AGOYO, ANTHONY S. ARCHULETA, CIPRIANO GARCIA (bells), JERRY GARCIA, PETER GARCIA (drum), STEVEN TRUJILLO

The Butterfly Dance (Thi shareh) of San Juan Pueblo, a Tewa-speaking village on the Rio Grande some twenty-five miles north of Santa Fe, was performed only the second time in recent years on Easter Sunday 1975. The dance is associated with the war priest and warfare, as the following sacred narrative collected and translated by Alfonso Ortiz will illustrate.

A pair of twin boys who lived in an ancestral Tewa village had been endowed with special powers, blessings, and virtues by the spirits. The evil elders of that village regarded them as a threat to their own rule. They determined to bring the two boys before themselves in a kiva [ceremonial chamber] to shame them in a test of magic, thus destroying them. Because the boys were so young, the elders believed that the twins could not know much, nor could they have many powers.

Unknown to the boys, the supernatural spirits were looking after them. The elder of the twins said to his brother, "Younger brother, let us go down to the river and see what we can find to help us tonight."

They went to the river and began picking some green plants they found growing there. Suddenly, although it was January, a beautiful butterfly appeared. The elder brother saw it first and said, "look, younger brother, a powanini [butterfly]. Whoever heard of a powanini being around at this time of the year? It must have much power. Maybe it was meant for us. Let's go chase it."

The twins chased the powanini, but every time they would get close to it, it would just barely escape them. It kept going, and they kept chasing it from limb to limb, leaf to leaf, and twig to twig. Still the butterfly eluded them. It led them west across the Rio Grande, across the foothills, and on up to the top of the sacred mountain of the West, Tsikomo. Then it disappeared around a large rock near the top of the mountain.

The boys rounded the rock thinking that maybe by this time the powanini would be so tired that they would catch it. Lying there exhausted, bathed in perspiration, was the chief of the yellow Oxua, the ancestral spirits of the West.

"You children of an ash heap," he said to them. "You have worn me out."

"No, our elder, it wasn't you," they answered. "We didn't do anything to you. We were just chasing a butterfly."
“You don't understand anything,” he retorted. “I was that butterfly.”

The chief of the yellow Oxua then took the twins to the bottom of the lake where the yellow spirits had their village, and there the boys were told how to prepare for the contest that night. They were told what would happen and how they would emerge victorious from that contest with the village leaders. All the spirit people wanted to get rid of the evil village elders and install the boys instead, one as summer priest and the other as winter priest.

And so, with the great powers they had received from the spirits, the twins won the contest and became the first winter and summer priests of that village.

The butterfly in this story is the symbol of elusiveness, of always getting away, of just escaping in the nick of time. It is a quality to be desired in a warrior.

The Butterfly Dance is vigorous and demanding. It is a ceremony primarily for young people, who have to ask the war priest for permission to hold it. The girls choose their male partners and the song they like best. Then the couples rehearse in the kiva for two weeks before the performance in the plaza. On the day of the ceremony each couple dances once, in turn, to the chosen song. The dance is one of the few times in traditional Tewa ritual when the spectators display favoritism toward individual dancers. In volunteering to dance, the girls obligate their families to throw gifts to the crowd when it is the girls' turn to dance. The competitive nature of these dances and the favoritism shown by the spectators are in direct contrast to most Tewa rituals, in which the group performance is paramount and no individual is allowed to stand out.

The costumes are beautiful and elaborate. Two distinguishing elements are a long straight row of eagle feathers worn by the women down their backs to symbolize the butterfly's wings and a white chalcedony hatchet, called the “great-man axe,” carried and brandished by the men during the dance.

There are nine Butterfly Dance songs from San Juan, performed in a set order. The song on this recording is the first one, the war priest's song, and is considered the most beautiful.

The first section of the song is the wasa, during which the participants dance into position; its text consists of vocables (nonlexical syllables). The second section, the dance proper, not only contains vocables but also carries the Tewa words. The two parts of the song are divided by a ritard at the end of the first part.

The text is a metaphorical statement about these agricultural people's dependence on the earth. It follows the life of the corn plant from its emergence through the first crack in the earth to its fruition and finally to its return to the soil through the people and animals it serves.

The instruments used are a double-headed cylindrical rawhide drum played by the lead singer and a set of bells worn behind the knee of the male dancer. The chorus sings in unison with loud, full voices. The ululation (wordless sustained high-pitched cry) heard partway through the second section is performed by a singer patting his mouth with his hand. This is the signal for the girls' families to throw gifts.

The song is heterometric and heterorhythmic; however, the wasa is primarily in triple meter,
while the second section is primarily duple. Neither of these distinctions is clearcut. The wasa, for example, tends toward duple in many instances.

The range of the voices is a tenth in the wasa and a ninth in the second section. Each section uses the same five principal pitches, with auxiliary pitches added at cadential points in the song. Interesting variation is found at the end of the song, when the final pitch is raised a microtone.

In the wasa there is a marked correspondence of strong accents between the drum and the voices. They correspond less in the second section, and the deviations become extreme toward the end of the song. Despite these variances, the voices and instruments seem clearly fixed in their relationship to each other at all times.

Alligator Dance-Seneca

Recorded in Salamanca, New York, October 1975

Singers: LESLIE BOWEN (leader), HERBERT DOWDY, SR., AVERY JIMERSON, JOHNSON JIMERSON, MARTY JIMERSON, RICHARD JOHNNY-JOHN.

Dancers: ALVINA C. COOPER, A. EILEEN JACOBS, FIDELIA JIMERSON, VERA JIMERSON, CECIL JOHNNY-JOHN, KEVIN JOHNNY-JOHN, LYFORD JOHNNY-JOHN, MICHAEL JOHNNY-JOHN, BRIAN MOHR, THERESA R. SELTRON

The Seneca are one of the Six Nations of the Iroquois, located in New York State and on the Six Nations Reserve in Ontario. The social dances of the Iroquois are performed after large ceremonies in the longhouse or purely for entertainment. Many social dances are concerned with mammals such as the rabbit and raccoon or birds such as the duck, robin, and pigeon. The Alligator Dance may have come to the Seneca from the Southeast through intertribal contact. Of the dances and songs on this record, the Alligator Dance is the only one consistently done indoors.

The male and female partners link elbows in a double-file semicircle moving counterclockwise around the singers, who sit on two benches facing each other. The men dance nearer the center of the circle, the women on the outside. At the refrain (“yo yo, hi ha,” etc.) the men swing their partners around in place, each couple making a small circle.

The instruments used are the water drum, hand rattles made from steer horns, and bells on the legs of the male dancers. The drum is a wooden cylinder partly filled with water and covered with a split-cowhide head fastened by a hoop wrapped with brightly colored cloth. The drumstick is a carved piece of hardwood. The leader of the song plays the drum, while each of the other singers plays a hand rattle.

The vocal style is partly unison and partly responsorial. The leader begins, the chorus echoes the first phrase, and then they sing in unison, with a nasal, sometimes pulsating quality, until the refrain. Then the sustained notes on “yo he” and the halved drumbeat signal the change in the dance 2 step. The leader sings “yo yo” in a pulsating voice, and the chorus answers “hi ha” on a slightly higher pitch (less than a semitone higher). After this refrain has been sung eight or nine times, the “yo he” signal is sung again, and the song and dance resume as in the beginning. This form repeats five times, with some variations in pitch (in Nos. 1 and 3) and incomplete
repetitions of the song (in Nos. 2 and 5). Another notable vocal technique is the diminishing descending glide at the ends of the refrains. This is particularly noticeable at the end of the dance, when the whole song just seems to fade away.

The scales employed are tetratonic, but Nos. 1 and 3 use one pitch different from the others. The addition of the lower semitone in the leader's part of the refrain brings the number of pitches up to five. The meter is clearly duple, with the drum, voices, and rattles constantly emphasizing the beat.

**Eagle Dance—Northern Arapaho**

Recorded In Los Angeles, October 1978

The Los Angeles Northern Singers: COLIN BEARSTAIL, JOHN EAGLESHIELD, STEWART G. HEADLEY (leader), JOSEPH SEABOY, BILL VERMILLION, JAMES YOUNG

Although the *Eagle Dance* and the *Rabbit Dance* have marked similarities, they represent two different types of Northern Plains music. The Los Angeles Northern Singers have members from the Sioux, Arickara, Hidatsa, and Northern Arapaho tribes. Organizations of Indians devoted to performing traditional music are common in large cities and represent a major force in keeping Indian music and cultural values alive.

Good singers among the Plains tribes (Northern and Southern) are expected to have loud voices, to know many songs, and to be able to learn new songs quickly. In the Northern Plains a higher, clearer voice seems to be preferred, while the Southern Plains singer frequently has a lower, somewhat throaty voice (see the *Oklahoma Two-Step*).

To the Arapaho, eagles are especially important birds. In the past their capture was accompanied by a four-day ceremony that included prayers, fasting, and the singing of eagle songs (Mooney, 1896: pp. 992-93). Now the Arapaho and other tribes have to petition the United States government for feathers from eagles killed accidentally.

The Arapaho words in the *Eagle Dance*, “Nesja ganinena hiyehi hidiba,” mean “Our father, the great eagle, gave us this song, to the people.”

The *Eagle Dance* begins with a solo leader. This first phrase is repeated by the chorus, and the rest of the song continues in unison broken up at times by heterophony. This pattern repeats four times. The male voices use a very wide range (a twelfth) and a high tessitura. They exhibit a great degree of vocal tension and pulsation, a quavering quality that affects both pitch and dynamics and accounts for most of the heterophonic relationship of the voices to each other. There are descending glides at the ends of some phrases.

The melody follows the common terraced descending contour of the Plains Indians' music. The intervals are disjunct, with a characteristic downward leap of a fourth. The scale is tetratonic. The entire pitch framework drifts down approximately a tone by the end of the song.

The interrelationship of the voices and the drum is complex. The singers sit in a circle around the large bass drum. Each has a padded beater and follows the leader, who signals the accents, acceleration, and repeats. The voices do not coincide exactly with the duple pulse but sometimes
start just after the beat and sometimes just before. Since the dancers are following the drum, this relationship causes no problems.

**Rabbit Dance—Northern Plains**

Recorded in Los Angeles, October 1975

The Los Angeles Northern Singers: COLIN BEARSTAIL (leader)

The *Rabbit Dance* is one of the few dances of the Plains in which men and women are allowed to dance together. The women choose their partners. The couples hold hands crossed in front of them and dance in a clockwise circle around the drum. It is a social dance and a time for merriment.

The English words give some idea of the joking and interplay that go on:

Hey, sweetheart, I always think of you.

I wonder if you are alone tonight.

I wonder if you are thinking of me.

The song begins with the leader; he is seconded by the chorus, and all sing in virtual unison until the end of the song. This song is repeated four times in the same manner. In common practice several *Rabbit Dance* songs would follow each other in the same dance. There is less heterophony among the voices in this song than in the *Eagle* Dance. The range is smaller (an octave). But the tessitura still lies very high. Pulsation and terminal glides remain as vocal characteristics.

The melodic contour is again terraced descending, but the intervals are more conjunct. The scale is pentatonic. Again, the pitch framework drifts down about a tone during the song.

The meter is triple. The rhythm is relatively steady throughout, with the softer second beat occasionally omitted.

**Gar Dance—Creek**

Recorded at Medicine Spring ceremonial ground (*Tsalagi* Abihka), Sequoyah County, Oklahoma, August 1975

*Singers:* JOBIE L. FIELDS, VAN JOHNSON, ARCHIE SAM (leader), ELI SAM (drum), CEDO SCREECHOWL, ROBERT SUMPKA, LUMAN WILDCAT, SQUIRREL WILDCAT

*Shell* shakers: SONJA FIELDS, LEVANA HARJO, EVELYN SCREECHOWL, ELIZA SUMPKA (leader), LEONA WILDCAT

The Creek Indians now residing in Oklahoma are descendants of people who formerly lived in the Southeast, primarily in Georgia and Alabama. The Creek and other members of the so-called Five Civilized Tribes (Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole) were forcibly
removed from their homelands east of the Mississippi to Indian Territory (now Oklahoma) during the 1830s. Despite the hardships and loss of life suffered during and after their removal, these Indians reestablished their town governments and ceremonies in the new land.

The Medicine Spring ceremonial ground lies inside the old Cherokee Nation close to the border of the Creek Nation. The founders were Natchez (one tribe of the Creek Confederacy), but Cherokee, Seminole, and Muskogee Creek have been influential members since the beginning. Animal dances like the Gar Dance have always played an important part in ceremonies at this ground. The Gar Dance is named after a fish of the southeastern United States. The gar is covered with hard, smooth, sharp diamond-shaped scales and has a long beak with large teeth. The Indians of the area eat the fish. In former times they also used its scales to arm their arrows and its teeth for ritual scratching.

The Creek Gar Dance texts suggest the cultural importance of this fish:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leader</th>
<th>Chorus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. isab ^joli</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne old garfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. unhombidadhos</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne my eating food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. isab ^joli</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne old garfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. unfaiyidadhos</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne my hunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. isab ^joli</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne old garfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. unj ^mbidadhos</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne my delicious (or craving) food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. isab ^nodi</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne garfish teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. sh ^inshabidadhos</td>
<td>we he hai yo ne I am scratch [sic]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The lexical texts may be interspersed with the vocables “we hai yo ne, we he hai yo ne” at the discretion of the singer. The Creek words can be sung at any time and as many times as the leader desires. In this recording some texts are used more than once while others are not.

Leg rattles, a water drum, and a hand rattle accompany the singers. The leg rattles, worn by the women dancers tied around the calves of their legs, are made from terrapin shells or small evaporated-milk cans fastened to a backing. The water drum is a small keg over which a tanned buckskin is stretched and made taut by a hoop slipped over the top. The drum contains about two inches of water that is sloshed against the drumhead from time to time to keep it wet and properly tuned. The drum is played with a hardwood drumstick. The hand rattle, played by the leader, can be made from various materials, such as a gourd, a terrapin shell, or a coconut shell. In this recording the leader uses a coconut shell containing a small amount of river gravel. The shell is drilled with many holes and is fastened to a hickory stick about seven inches long.

The Gar Dance is performed today at Medicine Spring according to the following plan:
1) The dancers assemble in single file on the east side of the sacred fire. The men and women form a semicircle around the fire. The foremost man is the song and dance leader; the foremost woman is the lead shell shaker.

2) During the opening responsorial shouts and the unison introduction, the dancers walk in a natural way counterclockwise facing the fire, holding hands.

3) The leader signals by executing a tremolo with the hand rattle, the chorus shouts, and the dance begins. The men employ a flat-footed stomp step, while the women use a stamp-step double shake that produces an alternating loudsoft pulsation throughout the song.

4) At the refrain, “yo ho, hi h,” the tempo almost doubles. All the dancers stop, and the men do an about-face. Each man grasps the forearms of the woman directly behind him, and they swing each other around in place two or three times until the two have changed places. The woman is now ahead of the man in line. When they swing, the dancers lean back, arms extended and somewhat rigid as if to swing their partners off their feet. Shouting ends the refrain.

5) The song and refrain and the dance continue until the lead shell shaker arrives behind the male dance leader. Then the Gar Dance is ended. The leader may choose, as in this recording, to finish off with a stomp dance.

6) If there are many male dancers, the song may be repeated twenty or more times. An alternative is sometimes employed to shorten the dance. The leader may place some of the women farther up in the line in alternation with the men to lessen the number of repetitions necessary to reach the final position.

The Gar Dance has a characteristic seven-beat pattern, three plus four, occurring four or eight times, followed by a refrain. When the lexical words are used, the leader's pattern increases to four beats. The chorus remains the same, and the result is an eight-beat pattern. In the refrain the leaderchorus pattern becomes two plus two, followed by responsorial shouts.

The melodic contour is continuously undulating. The unison introduction is based on a pentatonic scale, while the rest of the song is tetratonic.

The dancers wear the same costumes as those of a Stomp Dance. The Gar Dance is one of several animal dances that may be performed to add variety to an evening of stomp dancing.

Women's Brush Dance-Yurok

Recorded in Crescent City, California, November 1975

Singers: LOREN BOMMELYN, FRANK A. DOUGLAS, AILEEN FIGUEROA (leader), SAM LOPEZ, ELLA VERA NORRIS, WALTER RICHARDS, SR., FLORENCE SHAUGHNESSY, HECTOR SIMMS, OSCAR TAYLOR

Dancers: CARL JAMES, CAROLE KORB, CASBARA RUUD, FREDERICK W. SCOTT, JR., SHERYL STEINRUCK, LISA SUNDBERG

The Yurok Indians live in northern California, from Trinidad on the coast northeast to the junction of the Trinity and Klamath rivers. Their economy was, and still is to some extent, based
on the redwood forests and the ocean. Shell money and dance regalia are among their principal treasures.

The *Brush Dance* was formerly a curing ceremony for a sick child and lasted several days and nights. On the last night the male and female dancers donned their finest costumes, the men carried their otter-skin quivers filled with arrows, and dancing concluded the ceremony.

Today the *Brush Dance* is done primarily for entertainment and public exhibition. The music, the costumes, and the reverence for the dance, however, have not been lost.

In the song on the recording, the female leader begins each strophe before the chorus. The male chorus members then begin an ostinato pattern in an undertone that sounds almost like a soft conversation. Toward the middle of the strophe the chorus sings the pattern loudly, almost drowning out the soloist. The end of each strophe is marked by a phrase of aspirated exhalation on a pitch not used elsewhere in the song. Then the strophe repeats two times, as before, three being the number of times a song is required to be sung. The only instrumental accompaniment is the abalone-shell disks sewn on the female dancers' costumes. These dresses and aprons are necessary performing instruments: the owner volunteered to shake them in time to the music if the girls did not want to dance.

The melody shows falling, undulating, and pendulum movements. The ostinato figure seems to be in a set rhythmic pattern, but the men's pitches and vocables seem to differ. The complex musical relationship between the solo and the chorus ostinato patterns is highly unusual in American Indian music. While multi-part singing exists elsewhere, notably in the Southeast and the Northwest, such purely independent parts as those in the Yurok *Brush Dance* are extremely rare.

The text is partly vocables and partly Yurok words that start about halfway through the strophe. Unfortunately, a translation of the words is unavailable at this time.

The soloist's vocal style is loud and tense. She uses only five pitches plus the lower-octave duplication of the highest pitch. The final pitch is not one of these five.

Ribbon Dance-Navajo

Recorded in Chinle, Arizona, September 1975

Singers: FRANK JISHIE, FR., RAYMOND K. YAZZIE, SAM YAZZIE, JR. (rattle), SAM YAZZIE, SR. (leader, basket drum)

The Navajo tribe is the nation's largest in population (Over 100,000) and occupies the largest reservation. Their land in northern Arizona, northwestern New Mexico, and southeastern Utah ranges from desert to mountains. Many Navajo still speak only Navajo and still participate in ancient religious ceremonies. Their music has many different songs and styles to fit almost every occasion.

The *Ribbon Dance*—recently adapted for public demonstration—is just one example from one of many ceremonies. It is a dance of the Mountain Way or Mountain Chant ceremony. Sam Yazzie, Sr., explained that the dance was called *alil b¶¶zhish*, or, with just the two songs included on this
recording, na atoi b¶¶zhish. He further explained that alil meant the whole ceremony, the whole
dance, and the force of the supernatural on those impersonating the deities. Because the Navajo
language is capable of great subtleties of expression, these terms cannot be translated accurately
into English.

The ceremony is performed in the winter to cure people who have mistakenly eaten bear or
porcupine, or people who have had trouble with their throats. Mr. Yazzie said that the Ribbon
Dance was part of the Fire Dance held on the last night of the nine-day Mountain Chant. The
Fire Dance is so named because it takes place around a ceremonial fire and uses firebrands. It is
held in a brush corral and is therefore sometimes called the Corral Dance. On this last night a
variety of different dances and exhibitions takes place. As many as twenty different dance groups
with their medicine men are present and compete at the ceremony, each group performing its
specialty. The dances take place at the request of the patient or according to the specialties of the
groups represented. The Fire Dance, then, can contain different dances on different Occasions.

“Ribbon dance” is probably an expression coined recently to describe the movements and
paraphernalia of the dance. Men and women dance back and forth in two lines, weaving in and
out. They carry a skeleton framework of reeds, held together with ribbons, from which eagle
plumes are suspended.

The instruments are a hand rattle and a ceremonial basket turned upside down and beaten like a
drum. The song leader sets the tempo with the basket drum, and the other singers and the rattler
follow him.

The words to the song cannot be described wholly as meaningless syllables, a misnomer
sometimes applied to vocables in Indian music. The singer knows the meaning behind the
Ribbon Dance song but does not expose it to the public. Even the Navajo public will not readily
define words, but the specialists and their apprentices know what they mean.

Both Ribbon Dance songs on this recording begin with a rapid drumbeat and a rattle tremolo in a
free rhythm. The meter soon stabilizes into a clear duple with occasional triple deviations. The
ends of the two songs dissolve into free rhythm as in the beginnings.

The melody of both songs undulates and descends slightly. It stays on one pitch most of the time,
almost as a reciting tone. Both songs have an octave range with the lower octave duplication
used infrequently. The first song has a three pitch scale, the second a four pitch scale.

The vocal style is tense and nasal. Other vocal features are descending slides between pitches
and at the ends of some phrases and ascending attacks at the beginnings of some phrases. These
slides are frequently accompanied by dynamic changes.

Stomp Dance-Cherokee

Recorded at Medicine Spring ceremonial ground (Tsalagi Abihka), Sequoyah County,
Oklahoma, August 1975

The singers and shell shakers are the same as those in the Gar Dance; ELI SAM (drum),
LEONA WILDCAT (lead shell shaker), LUMAN WILDCAT (leader)

The Cherokee once occupied a large territory in the southeastern United States. In the late 1830s the federal government forced them to march from their homeland to Indian Territory. This infamous “Trail of Tears” caused poverty and death. The Cherokee were split into two geographically separate groups. The North Carolina Cherokee managed to stay behind and buy back some of their former land, while the Oklahoma Cherokee had to start anew in an alien land.

Some Oklahoma Cherokee still practice their old religion. The Stomp Dance is the culmination of a day’s activities at the ceremonial ground. The name is given both to a musical dance-ritual event and to a separate dance within that event. The Stomp Dance usually contains a variety of different dances with their accompanying music. The ceremony begins with a Friendship Dance or other opening dance, is followed by a series of stomp dances, and closes with an Old Folks or a Morning Dance. Animal dances like the Gar Dance, or other dances like the Doublehead, may be interspersed with the stomp dances throughout the evening.

After dark on the night appointed for the dance, members of the ceremonial ground, friends, and visitors assemble around the sacred fire. The firekeeper calls for the dancing and singing to start, and the ancient ritual begins. The dance and song around the sacred fire invoke the Creator in prayer and worship.

The caller or organizer chooses the song-dance leaders, consulting with each in turn. He then moves to the east side of the fire and gives the call for the designated man and his helpers to come out. In a Stomp Dance the men enter from the west side of the ground and begin walking around the fire counterclockwise. The shell shakers and other women take their places alternately between the men, and the singing begins.

Introductory formulas and songs vary from leader to leader, but some general observations can be made. The first call and response is followed by a shout from the men. A series of short responsorial (leader-chorus) introductory formulas follows, with minimal pitch or text changes. Just before the first song begins, the text and the melody change noticeably. The one or two pitches used in the introduction expand to three or more, and the fiat-footed running step of the men and women begins, accompanied by the double shake of the shell shakers and the rhythmic pulse of the drum.

Near the end of each song, the leader gives a hand signal, the shell shakers break into a single shake, and everyone stops or slows down. In most Stomp Dances another shout from the men marks the end of the song. The selection on this recording, however, omits that shout. On the beginning of the second and following songs, activity starts again as described in the first song, but without any introduction. At the end of the song cycle, a higher pitched, louder shout (whoop) follows. Then the words “wado, wado” (“thank you, thank you”) express pleasure for the dance just concluded.

The text of this dance consists entirely of vocables. Although the leader speaks Cherokee, Creek, and English, he chose not to use words from any of these languages in his songs.

The leader may choose from among any songs in his repertoire. Certain songs are popular and appear more frequently than others. A few are usually sung by one person, by members of the same family, or by friends. The leader is also free to improvise during the songs within the cycle.
Each Stomp Dance becomes a unique creation.

The texture of the Stomp Dance sequence is basically monophonic with rhythmic accompaniment throughout. There are moments of multipart singing (harmony in thirds) that add a vertical relationship to the primarily linear texture. The leader uses a slightly nasal voice. Breaks in the voice and glides between pitches are other vocal characteristics.

In the Stomp Dance, the introductory section is rendered in a rather free rhythm until the shell shakers begin. Then a pulse is established that varies little throughout the cycle until the faster ending section.

The scales in the opening and closing sections have three pitches, while the bulk of the songs have five-pitch scales. The range is wide (an eleventh), and the tessitura is high.

Because Medicine Spring has members from the Cherokee, Creek, Seminole, and Natchez tribes, the costumes vary from individual to individual. They are good everyday clothes with the addition of hats and dance belts on the men and long skirts on the women.

The crackling of the fire and the background conversation of some of the children are expected elements in a Stomp Dance.

Oklahoma Two-Step—Southern Plains

Recorded at the sixth annual Kihekah Steh Powwow, Skiatook, Oklahoma, August 1975

Singers: JACK ANQUOE (lead singer for Two-Step), HENRY COLLINS, BILL GRiSS, JAMES KIMBLE, LIONEL LE CLAIR, ED LITTLE COOK, OLIVER LITTLE COOK, MORRIS LOOKOUT, ADAM PRATT (head singer), JOE RUSH, E. R. SATEPAUHOODLE, HARVEY WARE, CHRIS C. WHITE

The singers in this piece represent a number of Oklahoma tribes: Pawnee, Ponca, Sac and Fox, Quapaw, Osage, and Kiowa. During the summer in Oklahoma, powwows are held in almost every Plains Indian community. Each powwow club raises money and plans for this major event for months. Great care is taken choosing a good “head singer,” “head man dancer,” and “head lady dancer.” The main emphasis is on singing and dancing, but the powwow is a general gathering that includes activities like feasting, giveaways, arts-and-crafts sales, raffles, and the crowning of a princess. Part of the money raised by the powwow club goes to prizes for competition among the dancers. Occasionally the prize for a single dance contest may be as much as $500 (for example, for the Men’s War Dance).

The Oklahoma Two-Step is the Southern Plains equivalent of the Rabbit Dance. The women choose their partners, who then dance beside them, the couples holding hands crossed in front. The dancers start in a double-file semicircle 6 moving clockwise around the drum. During the course of the dance, the movements change and include patterns chosen from among the following: serpentine figures, circles, separating and converging symmetrical lines, and one double line ducking under the other. A climactic moment occurs toward the end of this recording when all the dancers rush to the center to salute the drum. On the whole, the Two-Step builds
from a slow warm up to an excited finish, with yells and applause from the dancers.

The Two-Step has a drum rhythm similar to that of the Rabbit Dance. The songs can be Round Dance songs, another genre featuring this rhythm. The songs are started in a manner similar to the Northern Plains songs. The leader sings the first phrase, the chorus seconds that phrase, and all sing in unison until the song is repeated. In this recording there is laughter when one member of the chorus enters too soon. All the singers sit around the bass drum, with a chorus of women behind them. The only other instruments are the bells on the legs of the male dancers.

The Two-Step is a cycle of three strophic songs. Each song is repeated fully a number of times in addition to incomplete repetitions within each strophe: the first song five times, the second three times, the third five times.

The melodic contour is terraced descending. The first song uses a pentatonic scale with lower octave duplications of the two highest pitches. The second uses a different pentatonic scale with higher octave duplications of the two lowest pitches. The third uses a three-pitch scale with lower octave duplication of the highest pitch. In the last three complete repetitions of the third song, the leader pushes the pitch framework up a whole tone and simultaneously speeds up the tempo, which is then steadily increased until the end of the cycle. Although the drum rhythm may be thought of as triple\( \frac{q}{\dot{q}} \) as in the Rabbit Dance, it is hard to define. The predominating figure is approximately \( \frac{q}{\dot{q}} \), \( \frac{e}{\dot{e}} \), \( \frac{e}{\dot{e}} \). The second drum stroke in each pattern, however, is less precisely articulated than the first, and this results in the rhythm's becoming duple at times. This is especially apparent toward the end of the cycle, when the tempo has almost doubled.

The vocal style shows very little pulsation, some nasality, and less tension than that of the Northern singers. The women's chorus, singing an octave higher than the men, is an important addition to the texture. The words are vocables. Again it should be emphasized that these untranslatable syllables are not chosen arbitrarily, and that in many cases songs can be identified by their vocable texts as well as by their melodies.

PRODUCER'S NOTE

During the three months spent recording this album we traveled to Indian reservations and communities throughout the United States. The work could never have been completed in such a short time without the full cooperation and interest of the Indian people who shared their music with us.

Special thanks go to Cipriano Garcia, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Huenemann, Mr. and Mrs. Avery Jimerson, Alfonso Ortiz, Mr. and Mrs. Adam Pratt, James Reid, Don L. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Sam, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Stabler, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sumpka, Joy Sundberg, Nellie and Eddie Parrish, Bill and Fawn Wright, James Young, and members of the Kihekah Steh Powwow Club and the Medicine Spring ceremonial ground.

The music was recorded entirely on location, using a Nagra IV SL stereo tape recorder with Electrovoice RE-15 and Beyer M-88 microphones. The 15 ips originals were recorded on Scotch 208 tape. Mixing was by Michael Moore at the Village Recorders in Los Angeles,
California. The 15-ips Dolby masters were recorded on Scotch 206 tape using Ampex AG 440C recorders. Very little equalization and limiting were done in making the master, and only to the extent that these techniques could make the recording more faithful in re-creating the original musical event.

Michael Moore and Maria LaVigna deserve special praise for accomplishing their work despite hardships and unusual field conditions.
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INDIAN AND WHITE MAN 1768-1964

1768 Treaty of Fort Stanwix: the Iroquois surrendered claims to lands south of Ohio and Susquehanna rivers to Pennsylvania colonists, alienating Mingo and Shawnee dependents settled in the region.

1778 British and Iroquois massacred colonists at Wyoming Valley, Pennsylvania (July), and Cherry Valley, New York (November).


1787 Northwest Ordinance guaranteed lands to Indian, but white settlers ignored it.

1795 By the Treaty of Greenville, Indians forced to cede Ohio, Indiana, and other parts of the Old Northwest.

1811 November 6-7. General William Henry Harrison, Governor of Indiana Territory, defeated
Shawnee at Tippecanoe.

1813 October 15. Tecumseh's death at the Battle of the Thames ended Indian hopes for an independent buffer state between the United States and Canada.

1814 Friendly Creek Indians, after helping General Andrew Jackson to overcome Upper Creek at Battle of Horseshoe Bend, forced to sign treaty ceding almost two thirds of their territory.

1830 May 28. Indian Removal Bill, pushed through Congress by President Jackson.

1832 August 3 Sauk and Fox Indians, resisting demands to evacuate Illinois and cross Mississippi to Iowa, massacred by troops at Bad Axe, Wisconsin.

1835-1842 Seminole War. After bloody conflict, Seminole Indians forced west of Florida reservations they had settled in 1819.

1838-1839 Despite Supreme Court decision upholding Cherokee rights to lands east of Mississippi (1831), President Jackson ordered army to remove them west of river. The trek west was known as the “Trail of Tears.”

1847 Oregon War resulted when Cayuse Indians, infuriated by outbreak of measles among tribe, killed band of Presbyterian missionaries led by Whitman family.

1849-1859 California Gold Rush, during which 70,000 Indians murdered by whites or died as a result of contracting their diseases.

1864 October. Cheyenne leaders, Black Kettle and White Antelope, concluded armistice with whites on Missouri River and settled at Sand Creek. November 29. Colorado militia massacred Cheyenne at Sand Creek, disregarding orders of General John Pope, thus precipitating new Indian wars on the Plains.


1847 Beaten by Texas and United States troops, Comanche and Kiowa warriors agreed to settle in Oklahoma, also known as the “Indian Territory.”

1868 Navajo sent to wasteland reservation in northeastern Arizona.

1871 Congress declared no Indian tribes would be recognized as independent nations.

1872-1876 President Grant's “Peace Policy” turned Indian affairs over to church leaders, who denied them the right to practice 9 their tribal religions.

1876 March. Northern Cheyenne and Oglala Sioux led by Crazy Horse fought indecisive battle against General Crook's army, sent to remove them to reservations after gold was discovered in their South Dakota Black hills territories. June 17. Crazy Norse defeated Crook at Rosebud Creek in south-central Montana. June 25. General George Custer and 225 of his men, members of the 7th Cavalry, slaughtered by Sioux and Northern Cheyenne at Battle of Little Bighorn.
River.

1878 Last tree northwestern Indians were removed to Washington State's Colville reservation.

1881 September. Geronimo, Apache chief, surrendered, was imprisoned in Florida, thus ending Indian resistance in Southwest.

1880's Spread of Ghost Dance cult in the wake of Indian defeats. This ritual predicted a millennium in which the white man would be swallowed by the earth, buffalo and dead Indian leaders would be resurrected, and Indians would achieve immortality.

1887 Dawes General Allotment Act provided for replacement of tribes and reservations with individual Indian ownership of land, intended to encourage farming and assimilation into white Society. Its effect was to confiscate Indian land and give it to whites.

1889 April 22. "First Oklahoma Run." Land in Indian Territory opened to white settlers.

1890 Sitting Bull, Sioux medicine man, killed by Indian police sent to arrest him. December 29. Sioux devotees of Ghost Dance massacred at Wounded Knee, South Dakota, by 7th Cavalry during uprising in reaction to Sitting Bull's death. This act completed white conquest of Indians in the United States.

1924 Snyder Act granted all Indians citizenship.

1934 Indian Reorganization Act promoted tribal self-government, extended financial credit to tribes, gave them religious freedom, and encouraged revival of Indian culture. It marked significant improvement in federal treatment of the Indian.

1946 Indian Claims Commission created to reimburse Indians for lands fraudulently taken from them by whites.

1953 Congress passed laws turning Indian affairs over to the States and forced dissolution of tribal organizations and break-up of their financial assets.

1961 Kennedy Administration reinstated Indian Reorganization Act to aid tribes.

1964 Office of Economic Opportunity, after Capital Conference on Indian Poverty, provided funds for Indians to administer anti-poverty measures on reservations.
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Charlotte Heth, a member of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, is an Associate Professor of Music and Director of the American Indian Studies Center at UCLA. She has written and edited several articles, books, records, and videotapes on American Indian music. Ms. Heth has produced several recordings for New World Records:

80297-2 Songs of Love, Luck, Animals, and Magic: Music of the Yurok and Tolowa Indians

80301-2 Oku Shareh: Turtle Dance Songs of San Juan Pueblo

80337-2 Songs and Dances of the Eastern Indians from Medicine Spring and Allegany

80343-2 PowWow Songs: Music of the Plains Indians 80406-2 Navajo Songs From Canyon De Chelly
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SONGS OF EARTH, WATER, FIRE AND SKY

MUSIC OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN

SAN JUAN PUEBLO • SENeca • NORTHERN ARAPAHO • NORTHERN PLAINS • CREEK • YUROK • NAVAJO • CHEROKEE • SOUTHERN PLAINS

1. Butterfly Dance 5:12 San Juan Pueblo
2. Alligator Dance 3:04 Seneca
3. Eagle Dance 2:32 Northern Arapaho
4. Rabbit Dance 3:16 Northern Plains
5. Gar Dance 6:55 Creek
6. Women's Brush Dance 2:37 Yurok
7. Ribbon Dance 2:38 Navajo
8. Stomp Dance 7:06 Cherokee
9. Oklahoma Two-Step 8:30 Southern Plains

Producer: Charlotte Heth

Recording engineers: Michael Moore, Lee Miller


Recorded on location on the Allegany reservation in Salamanca, New York; Greenleaf Mountain near Gore, Oklahoma; at the Sixth Annual Kihkah Steh Powwow in Skiatook, Oklahoma; San Juan, New Mexico; Chinle, Arizona; Canyon DeChelley, Arizona; University of California at Los Angeles; and Crescent City, California.

Researchers: Charlotte Heth, Alfonso Ortiz

Cover photograph: David Michael Kennedy

Cover design: Bob Defrin

Historical chart and bibliography compiled by Arthur E. Scherr.

This recording was made possible through grants from the Rockefeller Foundation and the New York State Council on the